
Walton High School Hub Curriculum          
   

Year 9- English 

 

 

Week 

commencing 

Day Lesson 

1 

Lesson 2 Lesson 3 

03/06/24 Monday 

Fragments  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4863  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=450   
Tuesday 

Wednesday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4863  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=452   Thursday  

Avoiding 

fragments  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4864  

Friday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4865  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=453   
10/06/24 Monday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4866  
 

Tuesday 
Independent 

clause  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=455   

How it works: 

 

1. In the table, find the correct week by looking at the date in the first column. 

2. Find today’s work – there are three links per double lesson so you won’t run out of work! 

3. Choose a lesson – hold ctrl and click on the chosen link. 

 

If the link does not work, you do not recognise the work or the work is too difficult, try another lesson. 

 

4. Some lessons have links to PowerPoints and other resources beneath the video and/or Starter Quiz. 

5. Complete any starter quizzes.  

a. Write your answer down  

b. Mark your answers and write down any corrections, using the videos. 

6. Watch the videos and take notes.  

7. Pause if/when instructed to do so to answer questions or respond.  

8. When the lesson is complete, go onto the next one. 
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Wednesday Independent 

clause  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4867  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=455 

Thursday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4868  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=457   Friday Subordinate 

clauses 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4869  

17/06/24 Monday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4870 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=458   

Tuesday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4871  

Wednesday Subordinate 

clauses 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4872 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=459   

Thursday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4873 
 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=461  24/06/24 Monday Subordinate 

conjunctions

: although, 

unless and if  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4874 
Tuesday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=462 

Wednesday Subordinate 

conjunctions

: even 

though, 

because and 

whenever  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4875  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=464  Thursday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4591  

Friday Using 

multiple 

subordinate 

clauses  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4592  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=466  

01/07/24 Monday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4593  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=467   
Tuesday 

Punctuating 

lists  Wednesday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4594  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=469   

Thursday 
Punctuating 

speech  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4595  
  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=470   Friday 

08/07/24 Monday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4603  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=425 

Tuesday 
Punctuating 

speech  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4605  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=428  
Wednesday 

Thursday https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=14

6&lesson=4607  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=111&le

sson=431 

Friday   l  

15/07/24 Monday    

Tuesday    

Wednesday    
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